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Architectural presentation models can be a critical factor in establishing enthusiasm and trust 
with your clients. Often as architects, we can get very invested in our drawing style, spending large 
amounts of time refining diagrams and orthographics that can unfortunately mean very little to 
clients. A physical model in a presentation can be an invaluable talking point to get a client’s head 
into the design and spark a sense of enthusiasm and excitement about what is on the horizon. Being 
able to pick up an object, work with it, or even take it home to ponder, can spark interest, ideas and 
conversations about the design that can be extremely helpful towards the overall outcome. Make 
Models has prepared countless presentation models which have received fantastic feedback from 
the architecture community predominantly due to their ability to capture an audience’s imagination 
and promote a renewed sense of enthusiasm in the work that lies ahead.

Presentation Models
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Earthy tones on plywood and acrylic make up the bones of this exhibition model 
for the Melbourne Racing Club by Hassel. The design was represented using a 
mix of laser-cutting, handmade woodworking as well as 3D printing to portray 
this updated design of an iconic Victorian site. The team utilized browns and 
creams to convey the race course and different programmatic requirements of 
stables, warm-up fields and the race course itself.

MCR 

Project Year : 2019
Client : HASSELL
Model Scale : 1:400
Materials : Acrylic and Solid Timber
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This early presentation model for collins and turner showed the concept of a 
free standing restaurant built over three levels with organic architecture. Coming 
out of a design excellence competition, Collins and Turner wanted the model 
to showcase the material qualities of the soon-to-be complete building, which 
proposed to stand out from the context with a facade of charred timber. Ameri-
can Walnut was used for the bowls to articulate this, which had the challenge of 
being milled on both sides. Scale people were added to the model to articulate 
scale.

Project Year : 2006
Client : Collins and Turner
Model Scale : 1:200
Materials : Walnut

Baragaroo R1
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Polly Harbison comissioned Make Models for a Presentation/DA model of a 
beautiful design for a building in darling point. The all timber experience used 
the hand-cut timber fins to let light into the model so the clients could literally 
experience the effects of narual lighting in the built architecture. CNC routing was 
used on the base to carve out key moments in the landscape design which was 
peppered with light foliage and unified the aesthetic of the model. 

Project Year : 2006
Client : Polly Harbison
Model Scale : 1:200
Materials : Mahogony & resin 

New Beach Road
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Project Year : 2018
Client : Populous
Model Scale : 1:200
Materials : Acrylic & Timber

Western Sydney recently received a wonderful new stadium thanks to the bril-
liant expertise of Populous. This model was created for the design team in antic-
ipation for construction to commence and finish. It used plastic for the detailed 
structural elements and modelled all the rows of seating within the stadium to 
give a viewer a real sense of occupation in the soon-to-be-completed stadium. 
There were multiple vantage points through which an observer could poke their 
eye through to enter the miniautreversion of the stadium.

Western Sydney Stadium
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This presentation model for Eoaghan Lewis Architects was subtle yet powerful 
in the story it conveyed. The scheme was one of preservation and inspiration. 24 
historic cottages by a coastal beach site in California were proposed to be kept 
and used as a contextual force in the design of condominums which were posi-
tioned to the rear. The model’s use of a timber aesthetic blends these contextual 
forces together to communicate this story in a clear and concise fashion whislt 
also appealing to the pitched roof iconography of the proposal.

23 Condos in California

Project Year : 2019
Client : Eohan Lewis Architects
Model Scale : 1:500
Materials : Solid Timber
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The Power St model used white and clear acrylic in an elegant manner to high-
light the beauty of the structural expression of a slender tower within Australia. 
The model opted not to focus on colourful materials, rather attempted to express 
the design of steel and glass with a glossy feel which was an eye-catching dis-
play which rested on a slender timber base. The model was available to be lifted 
and dropped into  an existing context model of the CBD which surrounded it

Project Year : 2018
Client : Grimshaw 
Model Scale : 1:500
Materials : Acrylic

Power Street 
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This model for Architectus operated in two scales, that at the scale of the 
campus and that at the scale of the building itself. A timber context model with 
massed forms surrounded the proposed architecture to position the work in 
the scale of the campus precinct. The proposed building mixed acrylic facade 
expressions, light and dark woods including mahogany and painted metallic 
structures to express the architectural elements of the design.

Project Year : 2018
Client : Architectus
Model Scale : 1:500
Materials : Solid Timber and acrylic

Western University 
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This model intended to show the architectual ideas of merging old and new. The 
old was represented by the casting of an existing concrete structure and oxide to 
create a textural tone of degradation. The new was represented with a metallic 
roof element which appears to rise out of the old. These were positioned on a 
timber base and blended with frosted acrylics with silhouetted interiors to allow 
the team to get a sense of the interior without needing to reveal too much.

Ophthalmic Gene Centre

Project Year : 2018
Client : Cumulus
Model Scale : 1:200
Materials : Acrylic and Solid Timber
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A model comissioned by the architects for the purposes of a presentation of a 
now completed building in Darling Harbour Sydney, the physical objected blend-
ed solid American Oak, Basswood, Solid Brass and Acrylic to show the interiors 
of a new building for the precicnt. One of the key requirements of the model was 
being able to open it up for 

Commonwealth Bank Building

Project Year : 2015
Client : Woods Bagot
Model Scale : 1:100
Materials : Acrylic, Solid Timber, Brass
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An example of cost-effective model making, this model for Grimshaw architects 
was made with affordable boxboard materiality. Using a traditional method 
of laser-cut stacked contours paired with whit acrylic massing, the team was 
able to present a beautiful architectural model whilst keeping costs low. To add 
some warmth to the model, a solid american walnut frame was used to border 
the mdoel within. The design could be lifted in and out of the model to preserve 
longevity for any future design iterations.

Cherrybrooke

Project Year : 2014
Client : Grimshaw
Model Scale : 1:1000
Materials : Acrylic, Carboard and Walnut
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This tower model evoked the key concept of the design by Collins and Turner, 
PTW and March Studio, a cave-like entry into a tower that is surrounded by a 
facade inspired by the sandstone cliff forms of Sydney’s sea-side landscapes. 
At a scale of 1:500 the building form was 3D Printed to stand out from a context 
made of solid American Walnut. The cave like entry way was lined with gold 
mirror so that viewers could peer into the inside of the lobby space within this 
tiny model. 

Bligh Street 

Project Year : 2018
Client : Collins and Turner
Model Scale : 1:500
Materials : Acrylic and Walnut
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Presentation Model Info

+ WHAT WE NEED TO PROVIDE YOU A QUOTE

1. Understanding of what type of model you need. EG presentation 
2. Preferences for materials if you have any 
3. Information about the site and buildings. 
4. - Mark up of model extents and required scale. A quick sketch over a plan to show us where you want the boundary of your model and whats included 
inside. 
5. What date you need to recieve the model? 
- 3D CAD file or drawing package (please remove all interior furnishings & vegetation on 3D model). 
6. Landscape and vegetation drawings or sketch or description of required foliage. 

+ FILE TYPES WE WORK WITH

Rhino v5 - 3dm
Sketch Up - SKP v4
3D Studio Max - 3DS
Revit - DWG (ACIS Solids Export)
Microstation - DGN
Archicad - SKP v4 or 3DM
Vectorworks - 3DM

As our team is entirely composed of ex-architects we know the stress of architectural competitions. It can be an all-hands on deck experience with lots of last As our team is entirely composed of ex-architects we know the stress of architectural competitions. It can be an all-hands on deck experience with lots of last 
minute design changes and a rush to get all deliverables out on time. While there is no hard and fast answer to this question, given our experience, we can assert minute design changes and a rush to get all deliverables out on time. While there is no hard and fast answer to this question, given our experience, we can assert 
that we are comfortable and pride ourselves on thriving in this environment. We provide honest feedback on what is and isn’t feasible within given constraints but that we are comfortable and pride ourselves on thriving in this environment. We provide honest feedback on what is and isn’t feasible within given constraints but 
can always produce a high quality model for presentation day.can always produce a high quality model for presentation day.

+ HOW MUCH DOES A PRESENTATION MODEL COST?

We work with Timbers, Acrylics, Cards, Plastics, Laminates, 3D Prints, Casts and Laminates and many other whacky materials you may not usually consider a 
model-making material.. We love evolving our style and experimenting with new materials so we welcome any novel requests for your desired model making 
outcomes.

+ WHAT MATERIALS DO YOU WORK WITH FOR PRESENTATION MODELS?

Presentation models vary in cost depending on what the intended outcome is and the presentation team you are trying to address. As such there isn’t a definitive 
price guide and we quote each project uniquely. Make Models prides itself on it’s ability to produce varied budgetary outcomes for clients depending on need. 
We have made presentation models in affordable materials like boxboard and foam which have been extremely well received by intended user groups. Similarly 
we’ve produced more intricate models in solid timbers and acrylics for bigger budgets. Please get in touch for how we can assist by providing us files for your 
project.

+ HOW QUICKLY CAN YOU MAKE A PRESENTATION MODEL?

As with most things, the more time we have the better the final outcome will be. We’ve effectively produced quick model turnarounds in affordable materials like 
foams, laser cut elements and cardboards. Generally working with more premium materials like solid hardwoods, 3D prints or metals takes longer than less robust 
materials. Depending on your desired turnaround time and budget, Make Models can advise a realistic lead time once we’re provided with the required files for 
quoting.




